
EXTREMAL PROBLEMS IN THE CLASS OF
CLOSE-TO-CONVEX FUNCTIONSO)

BY
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Abstract. The class A of normalized close-to-convex functions in D={z : \z\ < 1}

has a parametric representation involving two Stieltjes integrals. Using a variational

method due to G. M. Goluzin [2] for classes of analytic functions defined by a

Stieltjes integral, variational formulas are developed for A. With these variational

formulas, two general extremal problems within K are solved.

The first problem is to maximize the functional Re F[logf'(z)] over A where

F(w) is a given entire function and z a given point in D. A special case of this is the

rotation theorem for K. The second problem solved is a general coefficient problem.

Both problems are solved by characterizing the measures which appear in the

integral representation for the extremal functions.

The classes of convex univalent functions in D and functions whose derivative

has a positive real part in D are proper subclasses of K. The methods used to solve

the extremal problems in A can be used for these subclasses as well. Some of the

results for the subclasses are known and are not presented here, even though the

methods differ from those used previously.

It should be mentioned that Goluzin originally used these methods to solve

extremal problems of the first type mentioned above within the classes of starlike

and typically real functions.

1. Preliminaries.

Definition. A function f(z) analytic in D, is said to be close-to-convex in D if

there exists a convex univalent function </>(z) such that

(1.1) Re£gj > o

for all z e D.

Without loss of generality we assume that/(z) is normalized, i.e.,/(0) = 0 and

/'(0)=1, and furthermore that <¿(0) = 0 and |f(0)| = l. We denote this class of

normalized close-to-convex functions by K. W. Kaplan [5], who first introduced
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close-to-convex functions, proved that every close-to-convex function is univalent.

Thus K is a subclass of S, the class of normalized univalent functions in D.

Let C denote the class of normalized convex functions in D, i.e., the subclass of

S consisting of those functions which map D onto a convex domain. Let &' denote

the class of normalized analytic functions whose derivative has a positive real part

in D. 3P' is a subclass of S and furthermore, both 3P' and C are contained in K.

The classes C and 01' can be defined analytically by the following well-known

(see e.g., [6, p. 224]) conditions:

Lemma 1.1. Letf(z) = z+a2z2+ ■ ■ • be analytic in D. Thenf(z) e C if and only if

(1.2) Re{l+^}>0

for all ze D.

The definition of 0*' can be formulated as follows :

Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1.1,/(z) e 0*' if and only if

(1.3) Re/'íz) > 0

for all ze D.

Using the integral representation for analytic functions with positive real part in

D (Herglotz's Theorem, see e.g., [3, p. 68]) together with (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain

the following well-known integral representations for C and 3P'.

Let 7 denote the class of nondecreasing functions a(t) in the interval — n^t^tr

which satisfy

/:
da(t) = a(n) — a( — tt) = 1.

Lemma 1.2. (a) f(z) e C if and only if

(1.4) f'(z) = exp ( I"*   - 2 log (1 - ze - ") da(t)\

for some a(t) e I.

(b)f(z)e&>' if and only if

J"   eu + z

for some ß(t) e I.

Using Herglotz's theorem together with (1.1) and (1.4) we obtain the integral

representation for the class K.

Let f(z)=z+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ e K with associated convex function 0(z)=eiyz+62z2-|-.

Then

£8-*»-•-*+**+•••.
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where

(1.6) ReP(z)>0

for zeD, and e-ir<t>(z)eC.

By Herglotz's theorem, (1.6) is equivalent to

J*  eit _|_ z
-jj—-da(t)-isiny

-ne      z

for some <x(t) e I and for |y| <7r/2.

We thus have

Lemma 1.3. f(z) e K if and only if

i çn  eu+z \
f'(z) = e'n cos y        -ir— da(t) - i sin y

a.?) v     ;
x exp ( f     -2 log (1 -ze" ") <$(/))

/or iome a(i) andß(t), both in I, and \y\ <n/2.

2. Variational formulas. Let Eg denote the class of analytic functions defined

by a Stieltjes integral

f(z) =   f   g(Z, t) da(t),
J -n

where g(z, t) is a given function, regular in D for — n^t<Ltt and a(t) e I. G. M.

Goluzin [2] gave two types of variations for functions in Eg, each obtained by a

suitable variation of the function a(r).

We state these variational formulas and omit the proofs which can be found in

[2].
I. Let f(z)=}n_n g(z, t) da(t) be a function in Eg.

Let tx, t2 with ri</2 be arbitrary numbers in the interval —n-^t^ir, let A vary

in the interval — 1 ̂  A ̂  1. There exists a real number C, depending on f(z), tY and

t2, but not on A and t such that the functions

(2.1) U(z) . f(z) + X ̂  8-^p- \«(t)-C\ dt

are also in Eg.

Equation (2.1) is the first variational formula for Eg.

II. Let/(z)=¡"_n g(z, t) da(t) be a function in Eg. Let ru t2 with — ir^ r1 < r2 gvr

be jump points for the function a(t), and let 17 vary in the interval — S á 77 ̂ S where

8 is determined by/(z), r^ and t2. Then the functions

(2.2) /„(z) = f(z)+v(g(z, n) -g(z, r2))

are also functions in Eg.
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Equation (2.2) is the second variational formula for Eg.

Variational formulas for 3P', C and K are obtained by applying (2.1) and (2.2)

to the integral representations of the previous section.

In what follows, tx, t2, rx, r2, C, X, and r¡ have the same meaning as above. It is

more convenient to have variational formulas for the derivatives of functions in

the classes under consideration.

Variations for 01'. The derivatives of functions in a8' form a class Eg with

g(z, t) = (\ +ze~u)(l -ze'11)'1. The variational formulas for P' are

fa    2izelt
(2.3) /¿(z)=/'(z) + Aj(   j^^2Ht)-C\dt

and

(2.4) fUz) = nz) + ̂ _l___l_^.

Variations for C. The integral representation (1.4) can be written as

f'(z) = exp if   -2 log (1 -ze-u)da(t)\ = exp G(z).

The functions G(z) form a class Eg with g(z, t)= -2 log (1 -ze~u). Variations

within C are obtained by varying within this Eg. We have

fi(z) = exp (C7«(z)) = exp (rJ(z) + A f' ^gí¡ |a(r)-C| dt)-

For small values of A we have

(2.5) fi(z) =f'(z) + X^f'(z) ji^B KO-CI dt+0(X2).

Similarly, the second variational formula for C is

(2.6) fU(z) =f'(z) + vf'(z)(log(l-ze-*i)-log(l-ze-«*)) + 0(r,2).

Variations for K. The integral representation (1.7) for A" can be written as

f'(z) = 7»o(z)0o(z) = (cos yP(z)-i sin yy0'(z),

where

r*  pit i z

and

0'(z) = exp ( f   -2 log (1 -ze"«) da(t)\,

with a(t) and ß(t) in 7.

Variational formulas for K are obtained by varying T'(z) and <f>(z) independently.
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From (2.3), we have

fí.a(z) = (cos yP*(z)-i sin y)<p'0(z)

(2-7) ft2 cos    2izptt
=nz)+xi/^pW^)2m-c^dt-

From (2.5) we have

KM = P0(z)e»<f>'*(z)

(2.8) Ma 2ize~u
~f'(z)+*)t /'Wt^s Ht)~C\ dt+0(X2).

In the case where ß(t) or a(r) have jump points we have

f**.a(z) = (cos yP**(z)-i sin y)<p'o(z)

(2-9) _ -Y .      / z cos y/'(z)      z cos yf'(z) \

J (Z) + V\Po(z)(e^-z)   P0(z)(e«2-z))

and

n*M = we**;^)
(2.10)

= f'(z)+vf'(z)(log (1 -z^O-log (1 -ze-«2)) + 0(r¡2).

We now state a lemma, the proof of which is obvious.

Lemma 2.1. Let Q(t) be a continuous function having at most N zeros in the interval

—ttkí^tt, and let a(t) g I. To each interval (tu tj) where —■n^ti<tj-¿.irlet there be

associated a constant Ctj. Then, the condition

l' Q(t)\a(t)-Cij\dt = 0
yJtt

for all intervals (t¡, t¡) implies that a(t) is a step function having at most N jump

points. Furthermore, the jump points can only be at the zeros of Q(t).

3. An extremal problem for K The variational formulas of the preceding

section can be used to solve extremal problems within the various classes. We first

consider a general extremal problem which contains, as a special case, the " rota-

tion" and "distortion" theorems. Goluzin [2] solved this problem for the class of

starlike functions.

Theorem 3.1. For a given entire function F(w) and a given point zeD, the

maximum for either of the functionals

L(f') = Re F\logf'(z)],       l(f') = |F[log/'(z)]|

in the class K is attained only for a function of the form

f'(z) = (l-ze'^-^l+ze'Oil-ze^)-1

where a, ß, and 8 are in the interval [—it, n].
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Hence, for ze D we have the following bounds

Re F[logf'(z)] = MaxRe{7Tjog(l-zeia)-2(l+ze1<s)(l-ze,i)-1]},

\F[\ogf'(z)]\ ^ MaxlFflogil-ze^-^l+z^Xl-z^)-1]!-
a,8,6

Proof. The compactness of K assures the existence of an extremal function for

the problems under consideration. Furthermore, a function which maximizes

/(/') will simultaneously maximize Re {eiyF[logf'(z)]} with suitably chosen y.

Hence it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the functional L(f).

Let/(z) be an extremal function with

(3.1)

f'(z) = (cos y £ £±£ dß(t) - i sin y)*»

x exp ( i"   -2 log (1 -ze~u) da(t)\-

We compute L(f') for the varied functions /*,a(z) and /*,b(z) ((2.7) and (2.8)

respectively). Since

F[logfUz)) = F[logf'(z)] + X j'' F'[\ogf'(z)]-^0^-2\ß(t)-C\ dt+0(X2)

we have

(3.2) L(fU = L(f') + X £2 Re {rpog/'(z)] f^tt'l^jl^O-CI ^+Ö(A2).

Similarly, since

HlogfUz)] = F[logf'(z)] + X £2 JF'[log/'(z)]T^^i |«(0-C| ¿r+0(A2),

we have

(3.3) L(f;,b) = £(/') + A j1' Re |F'[log/'(z)] ^-^}|a(0-C| dt + 0(X2).

The extremal property of the function f(z) implies

Ufka) ̂  US')   and   K/;,6) = L(f).

We thus conclude that a necessary condition for/(z) to be an extremal function

is that the coefficient of A in (3.2) and (3.3) should vanish, i.e.,

(3.4) £ Re |F'[log/'(z)] ^-^-^}|^(/)-C| dt = 0

and

(3.5) £ Re |F[log/'(z)] ^-1}\a(t)-C\dt = 0.
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If we set

6l(0 = Re{F[logAz)]Po(zg;_z)2}.

the equation Qi(t) = 0 is equivalent to

Re{F'[loëf'(z)]izP0Jz)(z2e't-2z+e-it)} = 0

i.e., a quadratic equation in e". Hence, ßi(0 has at most two zeros for — nf^t<n.

Similarly, if we set

Q2(t) = ReJFÏlog/'OOylÇr,}'

the equation ß2(0 = 0 is equivalent to

Re{F'[logf'(z)]ie-'tz(l-zeit)} = 0,

i.e., a quadratic equation in e" and hence Q2(t) has at most two zeros for — -n ̂  t < n.

By a recent theorem of Kirwan [9], we know that F'[log/'(z)]^0.

Using Lemma 2.1, we conclude that a(t) and ß(t) are step functions, each having

at most two jump points in —-n-^tKir. Furthermore, the jump points of ß(t)

must be zeros of Qi(t) and the jump points of a(t) must be zeros of Q2(t).

We now assume that a(t) has two jump points which we call t1 and t2 and that

ß(t) has two jump points which we call t3 and r4. The variation functions /**,a(z)

and f**_b(z) can now be constructed. From (2.9) and (2.10) we have

HfUa) = Uf)+1 Re {F'[logf'(z)](z/P0(z)(e«*-z)-z/P0(z)(e«*-z))} + O(-n2)

and

H/U») = L(f') + V Re {F'[log/'(z)](log (1 -ze>-«0-log (1 -ze-«*)) + 0(r,2).

The extremal property then leads to the condition

(3.6) Re {F'[log f'(z)](z/P0(z)(eu° -z) -z/P0(z)(e^ - z))} = 0

and

(3.7) Re {F'[logf'(z)](log (1 -ze-"i)-log (1 -ze'«*))} = 0.

Condition (3.6) implies that the function

(3.8) Re {F'[log/'(z)]^o(z)(e"-z)}

has the same value for t=t3 and f=?4. Thus, the derivative of this function with

respect to t must vanish at a point I in the interval (t3, r4). However, this implies

that Qi(t) will vanish at three points in —tt^Ktt which is impossible. Hence,

j8(r) can only have a single jump point.

Similarly, we conclude from condition (3.7) that a(t) can have only a single

jump point.
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Evaluating (1.7) where a(t) and ß(t) are step functions with a single jump each,

we see that the function must have the required form.

Application. Setting F(w)= ± iw in L(f) of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the rotation

theorem for K(3).

Corollary 3.1. The functional |arg/'(z)| attains its maximum in the class K

only for a function of the form

f'(z) = (l-ze^-^l-ze'OO-ze*")-1

where a, ß, and 8 are in the interval [ — 77, it].

Thus, for ze D,

|arg/'00l Ú Max | -2 arg (1 -zeia) + arg (1 -ze")-arg (1 -zew)|
a.B.Ô

= 4 sin-1 |z|

where sin-1 0 = 0.

It has been pointed out by Professor D. J. Newman that the inequality

|arg/'(z)| g 4sin-1(z)

follows from the integral representation (1.7). This is because the integrals appear-

ing in (1.7) are convex combinations of the integrands and therefore it suffices to

have bounds on the arguments of the integrands. Of course, this does not give

the form of the extremal function.

A rotation theorem is known for a slightly more restricted class than K (see [7]).

4. The class 0"'. The variational formulas (2.3) and (2.4) for the class 0s' are

identical to the formulas (2.7) and (2.9) for the class K except for the factor

(f'(z) cos y)/P0(z) which appears in (2.7) and (2.9), and that the f(z) appearing in

(2.3) and (2.4) is a function in 3?' and the f(z) appearing in (2.7) and (2.9) is a

function in K. These modifications do not affect the argument given in §3 to prove

that ß(t) is a step function having a single jump point. We therefore have the

following theorem for 3P'.

Theorem 4.1. For a given entire function F(w) and a given point ze D, the

maximum for either of the functionals

L(f) = ReF[log/'(z)],/(/') = \F[logf'(z)]\

in the class 0P' is attained only for a function of the form

f'(z) = (1 +zeia)(l -zeia)-\       -77 ^ a g 77.

(3) I have recently been informed by Professor James Hummel that this bound on

|arg/'(z)| is known. See [10].
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Hence, for z e D we have the following bounds

Re F[log/'(z)] = Max Re F[log (1 +ze«*)-log (1 -ze">)],
a

\F[logf'(z)]\ = Max|F[log(l+ze<a)-log(l-zeia)|.
a

Proof. The compactness of SP' assures the existence of a function in 0*' which is

extremal for the problems under consideration. Furthermore, it suffices to prove

the theorem for the functional L(f).

Let/(z) be an extremal function with

f   l+ze'u

(4.1) ^-/..rHp***0-
Computing /-(/*) for the varied function (2.3), we apply the arguments of the

previous section to prove that a(t) is a step function having a single jump point,

say at /= —a. Evaluating (4.1) with such an a(t) we have the desired result.

Corollary 4.1. The functional |arg/'(z)| attains its maximum in the class 01'

only for a function of the form

f(z) = (l+ze^Xl-ze"")"1,        —a ^ a = it.

Thus, for ze D

|arg/'(z)| = Maxlargil+ze^Xl-ze'")-1! = sin""1 (2|z|/l + |z|2)
a

where sin-1 0=0.

This corollary is obtained by setting F(w) = ± iw in L(f) of Theorem 4.1. The

observation of Professor D. J. Newman mentioned in §3 applies here as well.

5. The class C. The variational formulas (2.5) and (2.6) for C are identical to

formulas (2.8) and (2.10) for K except that the/'(z) appearing in (2.5) and (2.6) is

a convex function and the/'(z) appearing in (2.8) and (2.10) is in A. This does not

affect the argument given in §3 to prove that a(t) is a step function having a single

jump. We therefore have the following theorem for C.

Theorem 5.1. For a given entire function F(w) and a given point z e D the maxi-

mum for either of the functionals

US') = Re F[log/'(z)],       /(/') = |FPog/'(z)]|

in the class C is attained only for a function of the form

f'(z) = (1 -zeia)'2,        —n^a^TT.

Thus, for ze D we have the following bounds

ReFflog/'(z)] Ú MaxReF[log(l-zeia)-2]
a

\F[logf'(z)]\ = Max|F[log(l-ze«0-2]|.
a
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Proof. The compactness of C assures the existence of an extremal function and

furthermore, it suffices to prove the theorem for the functional L(f). Let/(z), with

(5.1) /'(*) = exp (J*   -2 log (1 -ze"«) da(t)},

be an extremal function. Computing L(f*) for the variation function (2.5), we

apply the argument given in §3 to prove that a(t) is a step function having a single

jump point. Evaluating (5.1) gives the desired result.

Setting F(w)= ±iw in L(f) of Theorem 5.1, we have the well-known rotation

theorem for C (see [1]).

Corollary 5.1. The functional |arg/'(z)| attains its maximum in the class C

only for a function of the form

f'(z) = (\-zelaY2,     -rr^a^n.

Thus, for ze D

|arg/'(z)| Ú Max |arg(l-zeia)-2| = 2 sin"1 \z\
a'

where sin ~ 10 = 0.

Here too, the inequality \argf'(z)\ S 2 sin-1 \z\ could have been derived from

the representation (1.4).

6. A coefficient problem. Using methods similar to those presented in §3, we

now solve a general coefficient problem for K. The problem can be stated as

follows.

Let F(X2,..., Xn) be any analytic function in C""1. Consider the functional

<£(/) = Re F(a2, ...,an) where f(z) = z + 2"= 2 anzn- Maximize <!>(/) over K.

J. A. Hummel [4] maximized 0(/) over the class S* of starlike univalent func-

tions using the method of interior variations. The solution of the problem for C

then follows from the relation/(z) e S* if and only iff(z) = zg'(z) g(z) e C. Hummel

found a suitable interior variation which preserved starlikeness. The difficulty in

using this method for the study of K is that a suitable interior variation which

preserves close-to-convexity is not known. M. S. Robertson [8] maximized $(/)

over the class 3P of analytic functions which have a positive real part in D. The

result for 0*' follows directly from this.

We solve the extremal problem for K, but because of the identical variational

formulas as pointed out previously, we actually have maximized 3>(/) over S*,

C, &' and 0>.

Theorem 6.1. For a given function F(X2,..., Xn) which is analytic in C*-1,

the functional <!>(/) = Re F(a2,..., an) attains its maximum in the class K only

for a functional of the form

f(z)=        7(1- weiaj) - 2uí 2 7*0' + wei6x)(\ - we*«) - 2 dw
JO j=l k=l
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where   NSn-l,   M¿n-l,   u^O,   »,fc£0,   2?-i%=2*r-i'fe=l,    -#a«,äö*-,

— TTfißk^TT,   — 77 ̂  8k = 77.

Proof. The compactness of A assures the existence of a function in A which

maximizes $(/).

Let/(z) be an extremal function with

(6.1)

f(z) = J* (cos y £ £±£ «53(0 - i sin y)e<"

x exp I       -2 log (1 - we_ií) úfa(O) dw = z+ ^ ¿V-

We compute í>(/*,a) and $(./*,(,) for the variational functions (2.7) and (2.9)

(which we have integrated). We have

/♦,<*) = M+[ A JVM pgx^ÜCy IÄ0-CI A dW

= z+ 2 (fl» + Aja8aIl|j8(0-C|</f)z»

and

where

/♦.»(*) = /(z) - £ (A £ f'(w) ji^ï WO-C\dt + 0(A2)) dw

= z+  ¿(an + A f2Afln|a(0-C| dt\zn + 0(X2)

8an = ?i^Z(n + k)khke-«-™

and

Aan=r2^c"(n"wií-

Thus, (we set P0(z) = 2?= o Änzn)

(6.2) <D(/*,a) = 0>(/) + A £' Re |¿ ¿, 8cy||/3(0-C| dt + 0(X2)

and

(6.3) ®(f*,b) = 4>Cf) + A J* Re (^ rfy Aai}|«(/)-C| ¿f+0(A2)

where di = (8F/dXj)(X2,..., Xn) at the extreme point (a2,.. .,an).
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For/(z) to be extremal for the problem under consideration it is necessary that

the coefficient of A vanish in (6.2) and (6.3), i.e.,

jtt'Re!^d,Sa^\ß(t)-C\dt = 0

and

Í2 Re | 2 djAaX\a(t)-C\ dt = 0.

But now, Qx(t) = ReJj = 2dj 8aj=0 is equivalent to an equation of degree

2n —2 in e" and therefore has at most 2n —2 roots with respect to t for —ir^t<rr.

Similarly, Q2(t) = Re 2"= 2 d, Aat has at most 2n —2 zeros for — tt^Ktt. Using

Lemma 3.1 we conclude that a(t) and ß(t) are step functions each having at most

2m — 2 jump points, and these points are the zeros of Qx(t) and Q2(t) respectively.

We now assume that a(t) and j8(r) each have 2n —2 jump points at tx,..., r2ri_2

and yx, ■ ■ .,y2n-2 respectively. The variational functions/**,a(z) and/**,„(/) can

now be constructed.

00

f**.a(z) = Z+   J   (ûn+Sûn)zn,
n = 2

CO

/**.t>00 = z+ 2 (an+Aan)zn,

where

and

8an =  2 ^(e-in-k»yi-e-{n-k»yi+i)

V kak e-(n-k)iti -e~(n"k)lti* 1

Afl" = ¿T-n^k-

Computing ^(/♦♦.J and $(/**,(,) and exploiting the extremal property off(z)

we arrive at the conditions

(6.4) Re 2 dk 8ak = 0
fc = 2

and

(6.5) Re2<4Aafc = 0.

Condition (6.4) implies that the function

R(t)= 2Re(¿/2^e-™)
i=2 \      fc=l    J I

has the same value at y¡ and yj+x and therefore its derivative with respect to t

must vanish at some point ^,<f<j/+i. This implies that ßi(r) has more than
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2n—2 zeros. Thus, we conclude that ¿3(0 hast at most « — 1 jump points. A similar

argument proves that a(0 can also have at most « — 1 jump points.

Evaluating (6.1) with such a(0 and ß(t) we have the desired form.
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